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BETTER  Skier 

 
  
  

by CARL | PETERSEN BPE, BSc (PT)

The core (trunk) muscles form the stable base of support for the body 

arms and legs to move from. The core consists of  four main muscles: 

‘the inner unit’ (Richardson et al, 1999) - the transversus abdominus 

(TA) (lower abdominals), multifidus (deep, small muscle of the back), the 

pelvic floor muscles and the diaphragm. These muscles work together 

to support the back and pelvis as the upper and lower extremities move 

during skiing and dryland training.  The trunk muscles help transfer 

energy from the legs through the core (trunk) to the upper body and 

arms. The abdominal musculature plays a significant role in trunk and 

core stability providing a mechanical link between the lower and upper 

limbs (Maquirriiain et al, 2007) This is especially important in skiing as 

the rotation and separation between upper and lower core is needed to 

stabilize and carve a turn. 

THIS IS THE FIRST OF A 3 PART SERIES on 
Core Stability Training for skiers based upon my Fit 2 Ski 
book www.fit2ski.com, the Fit to Play™ and Perform DVD 
series and the new My Pocket Coach Fitness 1 www.my-
pocket-coach.com. 

The series includes Basework and Bridging as well as  
Lower Core and Legs and Upper Core and Arms. All of 
the exercises can be made more difficult using external 
resistance from balls and stretch bands as well as 
balance equipment like ½ foam rolls, wobble boards or 
balance pods.

BEGIN WITH BASE WORK  (adapted after 
Richardson et al, 1999)  

Start by  lying on your back with knees bent up to 
approximately 90 degrees. You want to learn to switch 
on your core on at a low level-like turning up the dimmer 
switch on a light. You should feel a light tension in your 
lower abdominal and pelvic floor muscles. 

When activated and recruited properly the stability of 
the upper and lower core forms the foundation for other 
movements (Petersen, 2009) and all sports including 
skiing.

LEG SLIDE Exercise Tips:
- Start lying on your back with both knees bent up
- Switch on your core muscles
- Slowly slide one heel out until leg straight and then back 
up again to the start position
- Do 1-2 sets of 10 on each side
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THE DEEP CORE MUSCLES 
(Diagram Courtesy of RacqueTECH Publishers)

LEG SLIDE A

LEG SLIDE B



LEG FALL OUT
Exercise Tips:
- Start lying on your back with 
knees bent up
- Switch on your core muscles
- Slowly let one leg fall out to the 
side then back up again to start 
position
- Do 1-2 sets of 10 on each side

Now that you are able to 'Switch on the Core ' with leg 
movements, it is time to connect the core with some dynamic 
leg swings. These are good exercises as well for challenging 
balance and strengthening the lower core and legs.

LEG FALL OUT A LEG FALL OUT B

LEG SWINGS A LEG SWINGS B

LEG SWINGS Exercise Tips:
- Stand tall with soft knee (slightly bent) on stance leg
- Switch on your core muscles and do leg swings front and 
back, side to side and a figure of 8 pattern
- Do 1-2 sets of 10 on each side

BRIDGING EXERCISES

Now that you are warmed up it is time to move along to some bridging exercises using  resistance 
bands and balls. The following exercises are designed to help to develop the core and to strengthen 
specific larger muscles in a dynamic and functional way. They have been chosen because they are 
functional in nature and reflect the current research on how our muscles and fascial tissue link together 
to form sling systems connecting the upper and lower core. 

SUPINE BRIDGING & BALL SQUEEZE 
Exercise Tips:
- Start lying on your back with both knees bent up and a ball between 
knees
- Switch on your core and raise hips off the mat lightly squeezing the ball
- Hold for 4 seconds and lower back down to start position
- Do 1-2 sets of 10 
- This exercise can also be done putting a stretch band around the knees 
and pulling apart
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SUPINE BRIDGING & DIAGONAL PULL 
Exercise Tips:
- Start lying on your back with both knees bent up and stretch band in both hands
- Switch on your core and raise hips off the mat and pull stretch band apart into a diagonal pattern
- Hold for 4 seconds and lower back down to start position
-Do 1-2 sets of 10

QUADRUPED BRIDGE & ROCKING A QUADRUPED BRIDGE & ROCKING B

QUADRUPED BRIDGE & ROCKING MOVEMENT 
Exercise Tips:
- Start kneeling on all fours and find  your neutral position with back flat
- Switch on your core muscles
- Now rock into different directions: Forward and back, Side to side, Diagonals, Circles or Figure of 8’s

QUADRUPED BRIDGE & KNEE CIRCLES 
Exercise Tips:
- Start kneeling on all fours and find your neutral position with back flat
- Switch on your core muscles
- Now raise one leg off the ground and do slow circles with your knee

SUPINE BRIDGING & DIAGONAL PULL  BSUPINE BRIDGING & DIAGONAL PULL  A

QUADRUPED BRIDGE & KNEE CIRCLES A QUADRUPED BRIDGE & KNEE CIRCLES B
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SUPINE BRIDGE ROTATION WITH BOSU® A

PRONE BRIDGE & SINGLE LEG RAISE 
Exercise Tips:
- Start in a prone bridge position on forearms and toes
- Switch on your core muscles
- Now raise up one leg and hold
- Hold for 4 seconds and repeat 1-2 times 10 repetitions

PRONE BRIDGING (ON FOREARMS & TOES) 
Exercise Tips:
- Start lying in prone/on stomach
- Now bridge up onto toes and forearms
- Switch on your core muscles and find your neutral position with 
back flat
- Hold for 5-10-20 seconds and repeat 5-10 repetitions

PRONE BRIDGING (ON FOREARMS & TOES)

PRONE BRIDGE & SINGLE LEG RAISE

SUPINE BRIDGE ROTATION WITH BOSU® B

SUPINE BRIDGE ROTATION WITH BOSU® 
Exercise Tips
-Start in a supine bridge position with feet on a BOSU® 
ball or other unstable surface
- Place a ball in hands and between knees
- Hold a long stretch band anchored to legs
- Switch on your core muscles
- Now squeeze the ball lightly between knees and raise 
hips up
- Pull arms up and rotate torso with resistance from the 
stretch band

•  Always start with 'Switching on Your Core’ routine 

to reeducate the lower abdominals to work in a pre-

anticipatory way. 

This is especially important after a lay off, after an 

injury, or when you have been mal-aligned or have 

low back or hip pain and stiffness. 

•  Approach traditional sit-ups with caution, as the 

elbow-knee movement places a lot of strain on the 

low back. 

• Core exercises should be done at the end of 

strength work outs, or after other dryland training 

so that they can adequately function as stabilizers 

during the exercise.
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